SUMMER ARTS CAMP

presented by

RISING YOUTH THEATRE

in partnership with

PHOENIX CENTER FOR THE ARTS

VIRTUAL HALF-DAY CAMP FROM 9AM - 12PM | AGES 7 - 14

A virtual multi-arts experience where young people use theatre, dance, visual art and more to connect and create together. Campers will bring their “fandoms” to life using their own creative voices, with the support of amazing professional artists. Each session focuses on stories and worlds that we love in pop culture, that culminates in a performance sharing and celebration. Every session, campers will pick up a Mystery Bag containing all the camp supplies and surprises!

SESSION A: JUNE 7 - JUNE 18
Theme: Fandoms Across Time & Space

SESSION B: JULY 26 - AUG 6
Theme: Fandoms of the Future

Regular price: $300 beginning May 1, 2021

Visit camp webpage for Scholarships, Financial Aid, & Sibling Discounts.

PHOENIXCENTERFORTHEARTS.ORG/SUMMER-CAMP | 602-254-3100